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case studies, and post-
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Manufacturing plants have a variety of integrated systems and processes including robotic 
assembly machines, computer-aided design, automatic inspections and testing as well as 
storage-retrieval systems. Fluke knows keeping these systems up and running is critical to 
quality and one failure can lead to others, resulting in a significant loss of time and money.  

Fluke makes tools that perform to the  rigorous standards of your manufacturing plant, 
regardless of how demanding or fast paced.  Fluke tools are the industry benchmark 
against which all other tools are measured. 

See our full line of innovative products at www.Fluke.com

Fluke solutions for today’s automation systems

Manufacturing and automation control—
the backbone of our supply chain

Digital multimeters

Best suited for:
• Productivity gains: two-

person jobs can now be 
performed by one person

• Safety improvement: stay 
away from hazards while 
observing readings

Applications:
Measurements around 
moving machinery, 
difficult-to-access areas, 
electrical panels and PLC’s, 
overhead 
lights

Clamp meters

Best suited for:
• Measuring in hazardous 

or awkward test areas 
where detachable  
display and iFlex®  
flexible probe improves 
technician’s safety

• Troubleshooting line 
speed fluctuations and 
nuisance trips

Applications:
Motors,  
drives,  
electrical  
panels,  
poorly-lit  
areas, noisy  
electrical  
environments

Power quality  
analyzers

Best suited for:
• Troubleshooting and 

preventing problems 
in power distribution 
systems

• Uncovering hard-to-find 
or intermittent issues 

• Power quality surveys
Applications:
Generators, harmonics  
(electronics), load studies, 
switchgear

Thermal imagers

Best suited for:
• First line of defense 

for displaying a visual 
image of surface tem-
peratures to easily and 
safely identify electrical 
and mechanical problems 

• Quality control 
• Process monitoring 
Applications:
Electrical panels,  
manufacturing  
systems,  
motors, steam 
systems/traps, 
building inspec-
tions, heaters/ 
furnaces

Visual   
thermometers

Best suited for:
• Preventative 

maintenance
• Detection and capturing 

of issues with digital 
and thermal blended 
images

• Pinpointing hot and cold 
spots

Applications:
Motors, pumps, 
bearings, 
windings, 
boiler 
operations

The problem? The pulse width

modulated (PWM) ac voltages

created by ASDs contain very

high crest factors that can confuse

digital multimeters (DMMs) into

producing inaccurate readings.

But tests earlier this year at

Rockwell Automation in Mequon,

Wis. showed that a new digital

multimeter, the Fluke 87V, cuts

through the clutter to read ASD

voltage and frequency with 

precision. 

“You can very easily measure

the voltage and the frequency

with that meter, and determine

what the volts-per-hertz are,”

says Rockwell Automation princi-

pal engineer Dennis Braun, P.E.,

who took part in the testing.

“That’s very good information.”

The ASD advantage

When connected to the mains,

the rotation speed of an AC

motor is directly related to the

mains frequency and the number

of poles of the motor. These

motors are robust and require 

little maintenance, since they

have no brushes that would

need regular replacement. Tradi-

tionally, however, an external

gearbox or belts were the only

way to provide varying output

speeds with ac motors. 

This all changed with the

introduction of high-power 

semiconductors, which made it

possible to build variable speed

drives that electronically create a

supply voltage that operates at

different frequencies. These

ASDs provide a convenient and

affordable way to vary the speed

of AC motors. AC drives using

pulse width modulation have

found their way into many 

applications, such as fans, pumps

and conveyor belts driven byNo wonder they’re popular.

Adjustable-speed AC motor

drives help industry save energy,

provide precise process control

and help motors and equipment

last longer. 

For the maintenance electri-

cian assigned to keep them

operating at peak efficiency,

however, adjustable-speed

Allen-Bradley tests the

87V digital multimeter

Troubleshooting adjustable-speed

motor drives

F r o m  t h e  F l u k e  D i g i t a l  L i b r a r y  @  w w w . f l u k e . c o m / l i b r a r y

Technology 

at Work

drives (also known as variable-

frequency drives) have posed a

challenge. Until now, the hand-

held digital multimeter — tool 

of choice for taking electrical

measurements in the field — was

incapable of accurately measur-

ing the voltage and frequency

created by adjustable-speed

drives (ASDs). 

Application Note

F r o m  t h e  F l u k e  D i g i t a l  L i b r a r y  @  w w w . f l u k e . c o m / l i b r a r y

Potential faults on a CAN

system

The Controller Area Network

(CAN) was originally developed

by Bosch, Germany specifically

for the automotive market.

Although that’s still
 its primary

application area, CAN is also

ideal as a general industrial

bus and has found its way into

many applications.

Being a simple two-wire dif-

ferential serial bus, CAN sys-

tems are ideal for reducing

wiring. They offer flexible con-

trol on actuators and readout of

sensors and, in automotive

applications, they provide easy

diagnosis with a digital tester.

However, if communication

isn’t possible due to a fault in

the bus system itself, debug-

ging becomes a problem that

can only be solved with more

powerful diagnostic tools like

the Fluke ScopeMeter 120.

Verifying CAN bus 

signals with a Fluke

ScopeMeter® 120 Series

Figure 1: Two-wire CAN architecture

The CAN (Controller Area Network) 2-wire differential serial

bus system can’t easily be debugged with protocol analyzers

and digital testers. That’s because most of these tools only

look at the protocol layers of the bus — and they can’t even

be used until the physical layers are up and running. How-

ever, the Fluke ScopeMeter 120 Series allows you to take a

detailed look at the actual bus signals to find the real cause

of communication problems. 

Many faults found in CAN

bus systems have physical

causes, such as badly termi-

nated busses, poor signal qual-

ity, inadequate transmission

levels, incorrectly installed

cables, faulty connectors, cable

routing in high EMC environ-

ments and many others.

With the Fluke 120 Series

you can reveal the cause of

these problems by looking at

the bus signals, the so-called

physical layer signals.

Viewing CAN signals

The CAN standard supports

half-duplex communication

with only two wires to send

and receive data forming the

bus. The nodes have a CAN

transceiver and a CAN con-

troller for bus access. At both

ends, the bus must be termi-

nated with a resistor, typically

120 Ω.

The CAN transmits signals

on the CAN bus, which consists

of a CAN-High and CAN-Low.

These 2 wires carry anti-phase

signals in opposite directions to

minimize noise interruption that

simultaneously interferes on the

bus. The CAN bus line can have

one of two logical states:

“recessive” and “dominant”.

Typically, the voltage level

corresponding to recessive 

(logical “1”) is 2.5 V and the

levels corresponding to domi-

nant (logical “0”) are 3.5 V for

CAN-High and 1.5 V for CAN-

Low. The voltage level on the

CAN bus is recessive when the

bus is idle.

mA clamp meters

Best suited for:
• Measuring 4 to 20 mA 

control signals without 
breaking the loop

• Measuring mA input 
and output signals from 
PLCs and other I/O

• Sourcing 4 to 20 mA, 
1-5V or 0 to 10V 
signals into PLC or 
control system imputs 

Applications:
Source, simulation  
and measurement  
of mA and voltage  
control system I/O.  
Control loop  
maintenance and 
troubleshooting
Fluke offers a complete 
line of clamp meters

 
Vibration tester

Best suited for:
• Troubleshooting mechanical problems to instantly 

understand root cause
• Proactive repair planning and resource management
• Confirmation of repairs after maintenance
• Commissioning of new equipment
Applications:
Motors, fans and blowers, belt 
and chain drives, gearboxes, 
pumps, compressors and spindles 
measurements; bus health and 
power measurements

HVAC tools

Best suited for:
• Optimizing  HVAC  

ventilation settings
• Monitoring air quality 

and factors that may 
detract from comfort/
safety

• Troubleshooting and 
maintaining indoor  
air quality

Applications: 
HVAC system, test and  
balance, ventilation  
management
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Handheld  
oscilloscopes

Best suited for:
• Troubleshooting and 

installation applications 
• Finding fast answers to 

problems in machinery, 
instrumentation, control 
and power systems 

• Bus health testing for 
industrial bus systems 

Applications:
Oscilloscope, resistance 
and continuity 
measurement; high 
frequency 
measurements; 
bus health 
and power 
measurements
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Automation network health

Manufacturing 
and automation  

control
Learn how Fluke solutions can  

save you time and money while  
increasing your productivity at  

www.fluke.com/mfg-automation
Based on you. Built by Fluke.

Plant Manager
Focus:
Plant functionality and operation.

Issues faced:
• Controlling downtime and energy costs
• Good ROI on equipment
• Equipment failure diagnosis and 

prevention
• Expense management

Fluke solutions:
 Visual thermometers

 Thermal imagers

 Power quality analyzers

 Vibration tester

Electrician/Engineer
Focus:
Maintenance, repair, and monitoring of  
all equipment and systems. 

Issues faced:
• Efficient, consistent, quality power 

delivery 
• Power installation and reworks
• Troubleshooting sensitive equipment

Fluke solutions:
 CNX 3000
 Visual thermometers

 Digital multimeters
  Infrared thermometers
  Power quality analyzers  

(three-phase and single phase)
  Clamp meters
 mA clamp meter

Automation/ 
Control Engineer 
Focus:
Automation design, programming, 
simulation and testing. 

Issues faced:
• System configuration, optimization, 

and analytics
• Uptime maintenance
• Analog and digital I/O commision, 

testing and troubleshooting 

Fluke solutions:
 CNX 3000

 Handheld oscilloscopes
 Digital multimeters
 Clamp meters
 mA clamp meter



 



Diagram is not intended to be an exact representation. Diagram 
components are not to scale and are for illustration purposes only.

Plant Engineer
Focus:
Maintaining and optimizing power and 
energy systems.

Issues faced:
• Consistent quality power loads
• Maintenance of continuous and 

predictable uptime
• Immediate response and repair to 

system interruptions
• Plant and personnel safety

Fluke solutions:
 CNX 3000

 Thermal imagers

 Power quality analyzers

 HVAC tools

 Vibration tester

 Clamp meters

Digital  
multimeters

Power quality  
analyzers

Clamp  
meters

Visual 
thermometers

Thermal  
imagers

mA clamp
meter

True-rms  
AC/DC clamps

Infrared  
thermometers

Handheld 
oscilloscopes HVAC tools Vibration  

testers
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